
I have a product I buy first_sol_parte_base in Rev. 00, they send me the stp file, the amount 
(whether prt and asm), I make the check in. Intralink puts in CS in rev 00 vers.0
see Commonspace 

after time I get a review of 01 of the same piece in first_sol_parte_base stp format
the amount

then I open it with the cad and I make a PTC file with its parameters, and save

Now in Workspace  rename the PTC file with the right name first_sol_parte_base 



and as you see me red asterisk - the name already exists in Commonspace 

I put the CS destination folder and I could even change the review status (for simplicity now I do) 
then I make the check in, tells me 

I press IGNORE and exits the usual check-in control screen 



I press OK 

and it makes me check in at rev.0 Version 1 since the rev.0 vers.0 already existed
(If before I changed also the state audit would have had 1 rev and previous rev 0 0 ver ver 0)

in Commonspace I will have the two versions as can be seen from the information window 



This is the method used to import and update parts / assemblies that I receive
via the management

Now I look for where is contained the new part / assembly overhauled,
load all assemblies that contain
Proceed to the arrangement of lost constraints

If I try to repeat the procedure with pdmEssentials, the process is stopped when I rename the 
file  (Tells me that there is already a file by that name in the CS) and will not let me go 

This case is different from the replacement of a part with an existing in commonspace

I want to overwrite the part / assembly with a new revision / version
increasing the revision / version number 


